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ABSTRACT
The library is very important in our life and it has become almost part of our life. Library is so close to everyone either for 
kids,teenagers,usually of the are students,adults and veteran. So the library can give the big effect and can influence human’s life. The 
library known as an educational centre because it is a place used for a collection of useful material or in the othe words,library is a 
collection of sources,resources,and services on finding information. The library also can become as a community centre because library 
suitable to organized an event for community. This type of community centre more focusing at the public library. Usually public library 
become a place which is the community gathered in one place where an event are organized. So that’s why library is very close in 
human lifestyle.
Because of above aspect,the design of library should be suitable for whom is come to the library. Everyone can come to the library,so 
the scope of design is important because the library interior must have the function of space for the visitors. The space of the library 
must follow the requirement of the public library which is it must be provided by all the facilities and services such as reading 
equipment,study equipment,audio and visual room and many more.
The plan of the library is the m ost important element because interior designers use the plan to develop the new idea of space 
requirement so the space can become as well as client and visitors need. The design must suitable with the status of the library which 
is the biggest library of pahang and must provided with all kinds of services and the safe place because the safety aspect is important in 
design.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The proposed project is upgrading work of Cameron Highlands public district library which is the existing building is located at 
39000 Tanah Rata,Cameron Highlands. Cameron Highlands is a famous tourist place in pahang and it is known as its cool 
weather,and calm surrounding. The location of the libray is strategic because Tanah Rata is tha administrative centre of 
Cameron Highlands and at Tanah Rata also located many facilities such as general hospital,police station,post office and many 
more. The location of the library strategic because it easy to find.
The library is open to all kind of ages and can be as an educational and community centre where at this library people come to 
spend their time by reading books,magazines,newspapers,and so on. People also come to this library when an event are 
organized at the library.
Nowadays,a lot of campaign are held to increase the level of reading books among malaysian. One of the campaign is u- 
pustaka,library online service. The establishment of u-pustaka is to increase the reading attitude among Malaysians. So,the 
public library also plays an important role to attract people come to the library and one of the way to attract is provide enough 
facilities and services. The design of the library also can attract people come to the library.
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